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Abstract
We examine the fermion propagator in the Dyson-Schwinger equation
which is based on spectral representation.Our approximation preservs ver-
tex Ward-Takahasi Identity.The subtracted dispersion integral smoothes
the imaginary part of the self energy and removes the infrared divergence
in three dimension.As a result infrared behaviour of the propagator near
the threshold is then found to be similar to four dimensional one.There ex-
ists analytic solutions for arbitrary gauge in four dimension.In our model
there is a possibility of dynamical mass generation in which bare mass
vanishes in four dimension.
Introduction
The non-linear integral Dyson-Schwinger equation has been extensively analysed
with a particular vertex ansatz or in the quenched approximation to deal with
the dynamical symmetry breaking in Quantum Field Theory.Sometimes the
approximations made do not satisfy the Ward-Takahashi (W-T) Identity.In any
case one may use the divergence of the axial-vector current to show dynamical
chiral symmetry breaking via the axial Ward identity,
∂µx〈T (J
µ
5 (x)ψ(y)γ5ψ(y))〉 = −2δ(x− y)〈ψψ〉 and 〈ψψ〉 = −itr(SF (x))
in QED4,3 and QCD4,where the right hand side of the above equation depends
on the dynamics.Thus an effective mass, induced by gauge interaction of the
fermions,with a non vanishing order parameter 〈ψψ〉 6= 0 has been found which
is similar to the gap equation in superconductivity[4].This is the familiar sce-
nario of dynamical symmetry breaking.But there remains ambiguities as they
consider only continuum contributions in Euclidian space of the fermion self
energy and the structure of the propagator is not clear.Thus we have an interest
to see what type of solutions exist in Minkowski space which satisfy the gauge
identities.On the other hand in the ladder approximation and in the Landau
gauge,W-T is valid only at one loop level of perturbation theory. Atkinson and
1
Blatt[2] have studied the singurality of the propagator after an analytic contin-
uation of the Dyson-Schwinger equation to Minkowski space;the only physically
meaningful answer for the propagator is a branch point(cut) on the real axis as-
sociated with zero mass photon,but the analytic continuation from Euclidean to
Minkowski space is not unique and the result depends on the way the vertex is
treated;sometimes it leads to a complex singurality[2].Hereafter we confine our-
selves in QED2+1.Main difficulty in (2+1)-dimension is the infrared divergences
that was first demonstrated and improved by R. Jackiw and S.Templeton in the
case of massless fermions[1].To aviod the infrared divergences in QED2+1,the
infrared behaviour was modified[1,2] by introducing massless fermions into the
photon vaccum polarization since it affects the low energy behaviour of the
photon.After that we explicitly shown the absence of infrared divergences in the
lowest approximation[1].
We shall discuss the structure of the fermion propagator in Minkowski space
using a gauge covariant approximation, which obeys the vertex W-T iden-
tity.The gauge covariant approximation,which is based on dispersion relations,leads
to a linear Dyson-Schwinger equation that admits an analytic solution[3].In
this paper,we analyse a lowest order approximation,where we treat the 2-spinor
representation of fermions in (2+1)-dimension and do not introduce massless
sources[1,2].We derive a linear integral equation for the specral function but
which does not admits analytic solution in the Landau gauge.However we de-
rive the infrared behaviour of the propagator for arbitrary gauges.We first make
a subtraction of the self-energy as usual in the integral equation and suceed in
avoiding an infrared divergences in 3-dimension;threshold behaviour is modified
to smooth one. In our analysis,the structure of the propagator has an essen-
tial singurality at p2 = m2 in arbitrary gauge.We also examine the fermion-
antifermion pair condensation since there is no chiral symmetry in our model
and find that the vacuum expectation value
〈
ψψ
〉
is finite in three dimension
if we remove the ultraviolet divergence.In four dimension our approximation
admits analytic solutions for arbitrary gauge.We discuss the problems of dy-
namical chiral symmetry breaking in four dimension regarding the vanishment
of the bare mass m0Z
−1
2 = 0.We compare the results in QED3+1 with that in
QED2+1 in the same way.
1 Zeroth Gauge approximation
W-T identities between Green function in gauge theory are well known.Thus,with
photon legs amputated,the first few identities read
kµS(p)Γµ(p, p− k)S(p− k) = S(p− k)− S(p),
kµS(p′)Γνµ(p
′k′; pk)S(p)=S(p′)Γν(p
′, p′+k′)S(p′+k′)−S(p−k′)Γν(p−k
′, p)S(p),
(1)
where S is a complete electron propagator and Γ stands for the fully ampu-
tated connected Green function; coupling constants have been factorized out of
2
eq(1).In QED the propagators S and D of fermion and photon,and the vertex
part Γµ play a central role via Dyson-Schwinger equations
1 = Z2(γ · p−m+ δm)S(p)− ie
2Z2
∫
dnk
(2π)n
S(p)Γµ(p, p− k)S(p− k)γvD
µν(k).
(2)
This expression is the same with well known form of renormalized Dyson-
Schwinger equation
S−1 = Z2(S
−1
0 +Σ),
Z−12 S0 = S(1 + ΣS0),
D−1µν (k) = Z3[k
2gµν−kµkν(1−η
−1)] + ie2Z2Tr
∫
dnp
(2π)n
γνS(p)Γµ(p, p− k)S(p− k),
(3)
Γµ(p, p− k) = Z2γµ − ie
2Z2
∫
dnp′
(2π)n
γλS(p
′)Γνµ(p
′k′; pk)Dλν(k). (4)
where η is a covariant gauge parameter and we are working in n -dimensions at
this stage.In the gauge covariant approximation one seeks solutions to equations
(2)-(4) in the form given above.To this end, begin with the Lehmann-Kallen
spectral representation for the fermion propagator in the form
S(p) = (
∫
−m
−∞
+
∫
∞
m
)
dwρ(w)
γ · p− w + iǫǫ(w)
=
∫
∞
m2
ds(γ · pρ1(s) +mρ2(s))
p2 − s+ iǫ
(5)
where ρ(w) is a positive definite distribution in a non-gauge theory,
ρ(w) = ǫ(w)ρ(w) where ǫ(w) = θ(w) − θ(−w).
In the high energy limit SΣS0 → 0,thus the relation between renormalization
constant and the spectral function reads
S0(p) = Z2S(p),
Z−12
γ · p−m0
=
∫
∞
m2
ds
γ · pρ1(s) +mρ2(s)
p2 − s
. (6)
Since
S(p− k)− S(p) =
∫
dwρ(w)
1
γ · p− w
γ · k
1
γ · (p− k)− w
, (7)
3
the simplest possible (but by no means unique) solution of (1) is to take
S(p′)Γ(0)µ (p
′, p)S(p) =
∫
dwρ(w)
1
γ · p′ − w
γµ
1
γ · p− w
. (8)
The above formula represents a bare vertex weighted by a spectral function ρ(w)
for an electron of mass w.This form of the vertex includes the well known soft
photon limit
S(p)Γ(0)µ (p, p)S(p) = −
∂S(p)
∂pµ
. (9)
If the ansatz for the vertex in equation (2) is used the renormalized Dyson-
Schwinger equation is written in n-dimension as
Z−12 = S(p)(γ · p−m0)− ie
2
∫
dnk
(2π)n
S(p)Γ(0)µ (p, p− k)S(p− k)γνD
µν(k)
= (γ · p−m0)
∫
ρ(w)dw
γ · p− w
− ie2
∫
dnk
(2π)n
dwρ(w)
1
γ · p− w
γµ
×
1
γ · (p− k)− w
γν(gµν −
kµkν
k2
(1− η))
1
k2
=
∫
ρ(w)dw
γ · p− w
(γ · p−m0 +Σ(p, w)), (10)
where Σ(p, w) is obtained from lowest-order self energy of fermion with mass
w.Recalling Z−12 =
∫
ρ(w)dw,equation(10) can be written in the renormalized
form
Z−12 =
∫
dωρ(ω)
(γ · p−m0 + δm+Σ(p, ω))
γ · p− ω + iǫǫ(ω)
=
∫
dωρ(ω)(1 +
ω +m+Σ(p, ω)− Σ(ω, ω)
γ · p− ω + iǫǫ(w)
),
δm = m+m0 − Σ(m,m). (11)
Here we rewrite this equation in the Klein-Gordon form
0 =
∫
dωρ(ω)
[(γ · p+ ω)(m+ ω +Σ(p, ω)](p, ω)− (p→ ω)
p2 − ω2 + iǫǫ(w)
, (12)
Σ(p,m) = γ · pΣ1(p,m) + Σ2(p,m)
Taking imaginary part yields two eqations ;γ ·pρ1(ω)+ωρ2(ω) = (γ ·p+ω)ρ(ω)∫
dω
ρ1(ω)ℑ[ωΣ1(p, ω) + Σ2(p, ω)− (p→ ω)]
p2 − ω2
= iπ
∫
dωǫ(ω)δ(p2 − ω2)ρ1(ω)(ω −m)
=
iπ
2|p|
∫
dωǫ(ω)(δ(ω − p) + δ(ω + p))ρ1(ω)(ω −m) (13)
4
∫
dω
ρ2(ω)ℑ[p
2Σ1(p, ω) + ωΣ2(p, ω)− (p→ ω)]
p2 − ω2
= iπ
∫
dωǫ(ω)δ(p2 − ω2)ρ2(ω)ω(ω −m)
=
iπ
2|p|
∫
dωǫ(ω)(δ(ω − p) + δ(ω + p))ρ2(ω)ω(ω −m), (14)
here the real part does not appear thanks to renormalzation of the self en-
ergy Σ(p, ω) within the dispersion integral.This is the main advantage of our
method and gauge technique.In QED3+1the threshold behaviour is different
from QED2+1 and ℑΣ3+1(w,w) = 0.In fact it is given as
ℑΣ3+1(p, w) =
e2(p2 − w2)
16πp4
[η(p2 + w2)γ · p− (η + 3)wp2]θ(p2 − w2).
In this case there is no need for subtraction of ℑΣ(p, w) at p = w.But QED2+1is
a super renormalzable theory and there are infrared singularities.In our method
renormalization of the self energy removes the infrared divergences and the sub-
tracted imaginary part of the self energy smoothes the threshold behaviour as we
see in the next section.Infrared problem for massless fermion was first discussed
by Jakiw and Templeton in connection with the dressed photon[1].In the case
of massive fermion the pair production is supressed at low energy in the case
of massive fermion loop is concerned for photon vacuum polarization,Therefore
the bare photon propagator is dominant in the infrared.
2 Zeroth Green function
Now the self-energy of the fermion can be written as Σ(p,m) = γ · pΣ1(p,m) +
Σ2(p,m). (Σ1 and Σ2 are often referred to as the vector and scalar parts of
the self-energy respectively.) In (2+1) dimensions to O(e2) and in the photon
gauge specified by η,the self energy of the fermion is written as follows,
Σ(p,m) = −ie2
∫
d3k
(2π)3
γµ
γ · (p− k) +m
(p− k)2 −m2
γν[
gµν
k2
−
kµkν
k4
(1 − η)]. (15)
It is convieniant to separate Σ1(p,m) and Σ2(p,m) by taking traces of the self-
energy,
Tr(γ · pΣ(p,m)), T r(Σ(p,m)).
In Euclidean space after angular integrations are performed they can be written
in the following form
Σ1(p,m) =
ηe2
4π2p2
∫
∞
0
dk
k2
k2 +m2
[1−
p2 + k2
2pk
ln
∣∣∣∣p+ kp− k
∣∣∣∣
Σ2(p,m) =
(η + 2)e2
4π2p
∫
∞
0
dk
mk
k2 +m2
ln
∣∣∣∣p+ kp− k
∣∣∣∣ . (16)
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It can be evaluated by using contour integral,
Σ1E(p,m) = 1−
ηe2m
8πp2
(1−
p2 −m2
mp
tan−1(
p
m
))
Σ2E(p,m) =
(η + 2)e2
4π
m
p
tan−1(
p
m
). (17)
In Minkowski space after Wick rotation we get
Σ1(p,m) = 1 +
ηe2m
8πp2
(1−
p2 +m2
mp
tanh−1(
p
m
))
Σ2(p,m) =
(η + 2)e2
4π
m
p
tanh−1(
p
m
).
Then the imaginary parts are given by
ℑ tanh−1(
p
m
) = −i
π
2
ǫ(
p
m
)θ(p2 −m2)
ℑΣ1(p,m) =
ηe2
16
p2 +m2
p3
ǫ(
p
m
)θ(p2 −m2)
ℑΣ2(p,m) = −
2(η + 2)e2
16
m
p
ǫ(
p
m
)θ(p2 −m2). (18)
The final form of the imaginary part of the self energy is presented in the
following form,
ℑΣ2+1(p,m) =
e2
16
[γ · p
p2 +m2
p3
−
2(η + 2)m
p
]ǫ(
p
m
)θ(p2 −m2). (19)
If we substitute the above expression into the equation (13),(14) they can be
written to this order,
ǫ(p)(p−m)ρ1(p) = (
∫ ǫ(p)p
m
−
∫
−m
−pǫ(p)
)
dwρ1(w)[ℑ((wΣ1 + Σ2)(p, w)− (p→ w)]
p2 − w2
=
∫ p
m
dw[ρ1(w) + ρ1(−w)]K(p, w),
K(p, w) =
e2
8π
(−
η |p|w
p3
+ 4
|p|
p(p+ w)
) (20)
ǫ(p)(p−m)ρ2(p) = (
∫ ǫ(p)p
m
−
∫
−m
−pǫ(p)
)
dwρ2(w)[ℑ((p
2Σ1 + wΣ2)(p, w) − (p→ w)]
p2 − w2
=
∫ p
m
dw[ρ2(w) − ρ2(−w)]L(p, w),
L(p, w) =
e2
8π
(−
η(w − 2p)
pw
+ 4
w
p(p+ w)
. (21)
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In this way the spectral function obeys the more sensible integral equation.We
assume that the spectral function is real. Delbourgo,Waites[1] derived the equa-
tion with gauge technique but not carried out renormalization.In that case the
equation for the spectral functions contais the real part of the self energy and
it means that the spectral function becomes complex function in the dispersion
theory.Further they could not avoid infrared divergences in quenched case.In
our approximation this point is modified to be consitent with original equation
(11).Thanks to subtraction,kernel K,L does not contain infrared singularities
at p = w.We see that it is suitable to use the variable p instead of p2 since
the coupling constant e2 has a dimension of mass.First we seek the infrared be-
haviour of the solution near p = m.It is possible to find in any gauge by virtue
of ρ(w)→ ρ(p) on the r.h.s of (20),(21) in the limit p→ m.Thus the ρ equation
simplifies to
d
dp
[(p−m)ρ(p)] = ρ(p) lim
p→w→m
ℑΣ(p, w)
π(p2 −m2)
= ρ(p)
e2
8πm
(2− η). (22)
It follows that near the electron mass shell
d
dω
[(ω − 1)ρ(ω)] ≃ χ(2− η)ρ(ω)
ρ(ω) ≃ C(ω − 1)−1+χ(2−η), χ =
e2
8πm
, ω =
p
m
. (23)
And the propagator near the threshold is then found to be
S(p)p2≃m2 ∼
(γ · p+m)
p2 −m2
(
2m2
p2 −m2
)χ(η−2). (24)
This approximation corresponds to Bloch-NordsieckModel in 4-dimension,where
only the retarded propagator is considered[3].We see the same feature of QED2+1,from
the threshod behaviour of the propagator.In QED3+1,the Yennie gauge η = 3
produces a free particle pole(Abrikosov1956) in the lowest approximation:
S(p)p2≃m2 ∼
(γ · p+m)
p2 −m2
(
m2
p2 −m2
)α(3−η)/2π . (25)
In four dimension our method also reproduces the same behaviour in the same
approximation we took above as well as gauge technique[3].Now let us re-
turn to equations (20),(21).Unfortnately we cannot solve the equations ana-
lytically.Instead we use inequalities for the integral kernels that admit us to
evaluate two approximate solutions in the Landau gauge.Notice that the nu-
merator of the propagator; γ · pρ1(w) +wρ2(w), ρ1(w) is odd and ρ2(w) is even
in w.If we use the inequalities for (20),(21)
1
2p
≤
1
w + p
≤
1
w +m
,
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we derive the following equations for positive and negative ω = w/m;
(ω − 1)ρ1(ω) = 2χ
∫ ω
1
dω′
ρ1(ω) + ρ1(−ω)
ω + ω′
, ω > 0
(ω + 1)ρ1(−ω) = 2χ
∫ ω
1
dω′
ρ1(ω) + ρ1(−ω)
ω + ω′
, ω < 0 (26)
(ω − 1)ρ2(ω) = 2χ
∫ ω
1
dω′
ω′(ρ2(ω)− ρ2(−ω))
ω(ω + ω′)
, ω > 0
(ω + 1)ρ2(−ω) = 2χ
∫ ω
1
dω′
ω′(ρ2(ω)− ρ2(−ω))
ω(ω + ω′)
, ω < 0 (27)
Here we define
ρw1 (ω) ≡ ρ1(ω)− ρ1(−ω)
ρw2 (ω) ≡ ρ2(ω) + ρ2(−ω). (28)
It is easy to convert them into differential equations with two cases;
1
2ω
≤
1
ω + ω′
≤
1
ω + 1
. (29)
The rhs is an infrared approximation;ω′ = 1(p = m).The solutions are derived
for ρw(ω) and they are given
1
ω
(ω + 1)−1−χ(ω − 1)−1+χ ≤ ρw1 (ω) ≤ exp(−
2χ
ω + 1
)(ω + 1)−2−χ(ω − 1)−1+χ,
(30)
1
ω2
(ω + 1)−1−χ(ω − 1)−1+χ ≤ ρw2 (ω) ≤ exp(−
2χ
ω + 1
)(ω + 1)−2−χ(ω − 1)−1+χ/ω.
(31)
The functions in both sides are normalized by integrals which define the nor-
malization conditions for ρ1(ω) and ρ2(ω) below
∫
dωρU1 (ω) =
∫
∞
1
dω exp(−
2χ
ω + 1
)(ω + 1)−2−χ(ω − 1)−1+χ = N(χ)
∫
dωρL1 (ω) =
∫
∞
1
dω
1
ω
(ω + 1)−1−χ(ω − 1)−1+χ (32)
=
1
χ
+
2π
sin(χπ)
+ 2Φ(−1, 1, χ) =
∫
dωωρL2 (ω) (33)
∫
dωωρU2 (ω) = N(χ)
8
,where N(χ) is expressed in terms of Whittaker’s function and Φ is a Lerch’s
function.
N(χ) =
χ−1−
χ
2 exp(−χ2 )M(−
χ
2 + 1,
χ
2 +
1
2 , χ)
4χ(χ+ 1)
, (34)
Mκ,µ(z) = exp(−
z
2
)z
1
2
+µM(
1
2
+ µ− κ, 1 + 2µ, z), (35)
Φ(z, a, ν) =
∞∑
n=0
zn
(ν + n)a
, (36)
where M(a, b, z) is a Kummer’s function
Γ(b − a)Γ(a)
Γ(b)
M(a, b, z) =
∫ 1
0
dt exp(zt)ta−1(1 − t)b−a−1. (37)
In order to agree with the free field limit ρ(ω)→ δ(ω− 1) for small χ where the
condition
∫
ρ(ω)dω = 1 holds,spectral functions are normalized and renormal-
ized quantities for small coupling are
m0Z
−1
2 =
1
[n]
lim
p2→∞
tr(p2S(p)) = m
∫
ωρ2(ω)dω → m (38)
Z−12 =
1
[n]
lim
p2→∞∞
tr(γ · pS(p)) =
∫
ρ1(ω)dω → 1. (39)
The normalization constants for ρU1 = ωρ
U
2 , ρ
L
1 = ωρ
L
2 are C
U = χ2/M(−χ2 +
1, χ2 +
1
2 , χ), C
L = χ respectively.Here we should notice that two spectral func-
tions are same in the Landau gauge(i.e.ρ1(ω) = ωρ2(ω)).It is interesting to
examine the possible occurence of confinement and dynamical mass generation
in our model.In general Z2 = 0 is a compositeness condition and m0 = 0 is
a signpost of dynamical mass generation.However in our case two conditions
are not satisfied.But the vacuume expectation value
〈
ψψ
〉
is a gauge invariant
quantity in general.And the trace of the propagator itself is gauge independent
if the approximation made is sufficent[6].The gauge transformation of the prop-
agator from the Landau gauge to other covariant η gauge in three dimension is
determined[6]
S(x, η) = exp(−
ηe2 |x|
8π
)S(x, 0). (40)
This shows a gauge invariance of the order parameter
〈
ψψ
〉
in three dimen-
sion.We examine the order parameter for fermion-antifermion pair condensation
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in the case of bare mass and find
〈
ψψ
〉
= −itrS(x) = 2
∫
d3p
(2π)3
∫
∞
1
dω
mωρ2(ω)
p2 +m2ω
(41)
−
m2
2π
χ
∫
∞
1
ω2ρL2 (ω)dω ≧
〈
ψψ
〉
≧ −
m2
2π
∫
∞
1
ω2ρU2 (ω)dω
−
m2
4π
χ ≧
〈
ψψ
〉
≧ −
m2
2π
4χ2C
M(−χ2 + 1,
χ
2 +
1
2 , χ)
, (42)
C =
1
2
∫ 1
0
dt exp(−χt)(1− t)χ−1 −
1
4
∫ 1
0
dt exp(−χt)(1− t)χ−1t
=
1
2
M(1, χ+ 1,−χ)−
1
4
M(2, χ+ 2,−χ). (43)
Here we used the dimensional reguralization;
∫
ddk
(2π)D
1
(k2 + L)a
=
Γ(a− D2 )
(4π)
D
2 Γ(a)
L
D
2
−a,
and took into account the most attractive effect in the long distance and strong
dumps at short distance for the spectral function ρU2 .If we remove the linear
ultraviolet divergence the order parameter is finite and vanishes in the weak
couling limit.Thus we conclude that fermion-antfermion pair condensation oc-
curs in our approximation with finite bare mass.It might be related to some
physical phemomena;for example gapless superconductivity[9].Here we notice
the non-linear relation of the bare mass and coupling constant,
m0Z
−1
2 =
χ−
1
2 exp(−χ2 )m
χ+ 1
&(1 +
2πχ
sin(πχ)
+ χΦ(−1, 1, χ)m (44)
for ρU2 and ρ
L
2 .It is compared with the solution of gap equation in superconduc-
tivity;
1 =
g
2(2π)3
∫
d3p(ǫ2(p) + |Md|
2
)−
1
2 ,
|Md| ≃ ωD exp(−
2
gνF
), (45)
where νF is the energy density of the number of states of elctrons on the fermi
surface and ωD is the Debye frequency[10].Finally we show the results of gauge
technique,in whch we set γ · p = p in the infrared.In this case the integral
equation for one spectral function we get.The integral kernels are classified into
four pieces
(1) p > 0, w > 0
K1(p, w) = (p+ w)[(pΣ1(p, w) + Σ2(p, w))− (p→ w)]
= η
(p2 − w2)(p− w)
p2
+ 4
(p2 − w2)
p
(46)
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(2) p > 0, w < 0
K2(p, w) = (p− w)[pΣ1(p,−w) +−wΣ2(p,−w)− (p→ w)]
= η
(p− w)2(3p+ w)
p2
+ 4
(p− w)2
p
(47)
(3) p < 0, w > 0
K3(p, w) = (−p+ w)[−pΣ1(−p, w) + Σ2(−p, w)− (p→ w)]
= −η
(p− w)2(3p+ w)
p2
− 4
(p− w)2
p
(48)
(4) p < 0, w < 0
K4(p, w) = −(p+ w)[(−pΣ1(−p,−w) + Σ2(−p, w))− (p→ w)]
= −η
(p− w)2(3p+ w)
p2
− 4
(p− w)2
p
(49)
1) p > 0, (p−m)ρ(p) =
∫ p
m
K1ρ(w) +K2ρ(−w)
p2 − w2
dw
2) p < 0,−(p+m)ρ(−p) =
∫ p
m
K3ρ(w) +K4ρ(−w)
p2 − w2
dw (50)
These equation could not be solved since it is converted into higher order dif-
ferntial equation and not tractable.However the infrared behaviour is easily
determined by choosing only positive p in the kernel K1 of equation (1) and set
p = m in front of the integral.The results we get
(ω − 1)ρ(ω) = χ(
η + 4
ω
∫ ω
1
ρ(ω)dω −
η
ω2
∫ ω
1
ωρ(ω)dω),
d
dω
[ω(ω − 1)ρ(ω)] = χ((η + 4)ρ(ω)− ηωρ(ω)), (51)
ρ(ω) ≃ C(ω − 1)−1+
4χ
ω−1+4χ(η−2), χ =
e2
16πm
. (52)
More precisely the spectral function near the threshold is given
ρ(ω) ≃ F (2 + z, 3 + z; 4 + 2z + 4χ;ω)ωz,
z = Root(Z2 + (4χ+ 3)Z + (8χ+ 2 + ηχ) = 0). (53)
Near ω = 1
ρ(ω) ≃ (ω − 1)−1+4χF (2 + z,+4χ, 1 + z + 4χ; 8 + 4z + 4χ; 1− ω),
S(p)p2≃m2 ∼
γ · p+m
p2 −m2
(
p2 −m2
2m2
)−1+4χ. (54)
This shows the gauge invariance near the threshold.If we evaluate the spectral
function in perturbative way,first we put ρ(0) = δ(w−m),gauge dependent part
of ρ(1) does not contain 1/(p−m) term and does not contribute the singurality
near the threshold.
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3 Analysis in four dimension
In this section we examine the QED3+1 which is familiar but not known except
for the Landau gauge in gauge technique.In our method we show the analytic
solution for the spectral functions in arbitrary gauge.The self energy of the
fermion to O(e2) is well known
Σ(p,m) = γ · pΣ1(p,m) + Σ2(p,m)
π−1ℑΣ1 = χη
p4 −m4
p4
θ(p2 −m2)
π−1ℑΣ2 = −χ(η + 3)m
p2 −m2
p2
θ(p2 −m2), χ =
e2
16π2
. (55)
In the same way in the previous section we derive the equation for the spectral
functions
(γ · p+m)ℑ(γ · pΣ1 +Σ2) = ℑ(p
2Σ1 +mΣ2 + γ · p(mΣ1 +Σ2)),
ǫ(p)
p−m
|p|
ρ1(p) =
2
π
∫
ρ1(w)dw
ℑ(wΣ1(p, w) + Σ2(p, w))
p2 − w2 + iǫǫ(w)
= 2χ(
∫ ǫ(p)p
m
−
∫
−m
−ǫ(p)p
)(
ηw3
p4
−
3w
p2
)ρ1(w)dw (56)
ǫ(p)(p−m)ρ2(p) =
2
π
∫
ρ2(w)dw
ℑ(p2Σ1(p, w) + wΣ2(p, w))
p2 − w2 + iǫǫ(w)
= 2χ(
∫ ǫ(p)p
m
−
∫
−m
−ǫ(p)p
)(η −
3w2
p2
)ρ2(w)dw (57)
It is helpful to separate ρ into odd and even part in p; ρ2 = pρo(p
2) +mρe(p
2)
then the lhs is
ǫ(p)[(p2ρo −m
2ρe) +mp(ρo − ρe)].
The rhs is even in p then it simplifies to
p2ρo −m
2ρe = 0→ ρe =
p2
m2
ρo,
ǫ(p)mp(ρe − ρo) = 2χ(η
∫
(wρo +mρe)dw −
3
p2
∫
w2(wρo +mρe)dw.
Introducing dimensional variable ω = w/m
ǫ(ω)ω(ω2 − 1)ρo(ω) = 2χ(η
∫
ω′(1 + ω′)ρo(ω
′)−
3
ω2
∫
ω′3(ω′ + 1)ρo(ω
′)dω′)
(ω2 − 1)ρ2(ω) = 2χ(η
∫
ω′ρ2(ω
′)dω′ −
3
ω2
∫
ω′3ρ2(ω
′)dω′ (58)
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where
ωρo(ω
2) = ρ2(ω
2), s = ω2
(s− 1)ρ2(s) = 2χ(η
∫
ρ2(s
′
)ds′ −
3
s
∫
s
′
ρ2(s
′)ds′, (59)
d2
ds2
[s(s− 1)ρ2(s)] = 2χ((η − 3)
d
ds
[sρ2(s)] + ηρ2(s)), (60)
ρ2(s) = ǫ(ω)F (α, β; 2; s)ω,
(α, β) = (
3
2
− χ(η − 3)∓
r′
2
),
r
′2 = (1 + 6χ)2 + 4χ2η2 − 24χ2η + 4χη. (61)
Next we consider ρ1 = pρo +mρe.In the same way to ρ2 the equation simplfies
to
ǫ(p)
p−m
|p|
ρ1(p) = 2χ(
η
p4
∫
w3ρ1(w)dw −
3
p2
∫
wρ1(w)dw),
ǫ(ω)
ω
|ω|
(ω2 − 1)ρo(ω) = 2χ(
η
ω4
∫
ω′4(ω′ + 1)ρo(ω
′2)dω′ −
3
ω2
∫
ω′2(ω′ + 1)ρo(ω
′)dω′
(ω2 − 1)ρo(ω
2) = 2χ(
η
ω4
∫
ω
′5ρo(ω
′2)dω′ −
3
ω2
∫
ω
′3ρo(ω
′2)dω′.
The equation can be converted into differential equatison and its solution is
given
(s− 1)ρo(s) = 2χ(
η
s2
∫
s′2ρo(s
′)ds′ −
3
s
∫
s′ρo(s
′)ds′), (62)
d2
ds2
[s2(s− 1)ρo(s)] = 2χ((η − 3)
d
ds
[s2ρo(s)]− 3sρo(s)), (63)
ρ1(s) = ǫ(ω)ωρo(s) = ǫ(ω)
F (a, b; 2; s)ω
s(s− 1)1+2χ(3−η)
,
(a, b) = (
1
2
+ χ(η − 3)±
r
2
),
r2 = (1 − 6χ)2 + 4χ2η2 − 24χ2η − 4χη. (64)
Same to three dimension we get ρ1(s) = ρ2(s) in the Landau gauge.We obtain
the full propagator in the dispersion integral
Sη(p) =
∫
∞
1
ds
γ · pρ1(s, η) +mρ2(s, η)
p2 −m2s
(65)
S(p) =
RDγ · p
p2
(I(a, b; c; 1; 0)− I(a, b; c; 1;
p2
m2
)−
RE
m
R2EI(2 − α, 2− β; c; 1;
p2
m2
),
(66)
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where
c = 2χ(η − 3), D =
Γ(2− a− b)
Γ(2− a)Γ(2− b)
, E =
Γ(α+ β − 2)
Γ(α)Γ(β)
.
We have used the basic integral
I(a, b; c; d; y) =
∫
∞
0
xc−1(x+ y)−dF (a, b; c;−x)dx
=
Γ(c)Γ(a− c+ d)Γ(b− c+ d)
Γ(a+ b− c+ d)Γ(d)
× F (a− c+ d, b− c+ d; a+ b− c+ d; 1− y). (67)
Here we study the weak coupling limit of the propagator as we formally define
the free field limit.First the vector part we obtain
S(p)V =
∫
∞
1
ds[
F (a, b; c; 1− s)
(p2 −m2s)(s− 1)1−c
− (p2 → 0)]
Γ(2− a− b)
Γ(2− a)Γ(2− b)
= −
1
p2
∫
∞
0
dxxc−1[(x+ 1−
p2
m2
)−1F (a, b; c;−x)− (p2 → 0)]
Γ(2− a− b)
Γ(2− a)Γ(2− b)
≃
1
p2
Γ(2χ(η − 3))Γ(1− 2χ(η − 3))
Γ(2)
[1− F (2 − 2χη, 1 + 6χ; 2;
p2
m2
)]
=
1
p2
Γ(2χ(η − 3))Γ(1− 2χ(η − 3))[1− F (2, 1; 2;
p2
m2
)]
=
Γ(2χ(η − 3))Γ(1− 2χ(η − 3))
p2 −m2
. (68)
The scalar part is
S(p)S =
∫
∞
1
ds
mF (2− α, 2 − β; c; 1− s)
(p2 −m2s)(s− 1)1+2χ(3−η)
Γ(α+ β − 2)
Γ(α)Γ(β)
=
−m
m2
∫
∞
0
dxxc−1(x+ 1−
p2
m2
)−1F (2− α, 2− β; c;−x)
Γ(α+ β − 2)
Γ(α)Γ(β)
≃
1
m
Γ(2χ(η − 3))Γ(1− 2χ(η − 3))F (2 + 6χ, 1− 2χη; 2;
p2
m2
)
→
Γ(2χ(η − 3))Γ(1− 2χ(η − 3))
p2 −m2
, (69)
for weak coupling limit and it behaves as the free propagator.Next we examine
the renormalization constants in this approximation by going to asymptotic
values of p in(68),(69) or else from the formal expression for the
Z−12 =
∫
ρ1(s)ds = R
Γ(2− a− b)
Γ(2− a)Γ(2 − b)
∫
∞
1
F (a, b; c; 1− s)
s(s− 1)−c+1
ds
= RΓ(2χ(η − 3))Γ(1 − 2χ(η − 3))→ 1 (70)
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for small χ,then we choose the normalization constant as R = 2χ(η − 3),and
m0Z
−1
2 = m
∫
ρ2(s)ds = mR
Γ(α+ β − 2)
Γ(α)Γ(β)
∫
∞
1
F (2 − α, 2− β; c; 1− s)
(s− 1)c−1
ds
= lim
d→0
I(2− α, 2− β; c; d; y)→ 0. (71)
It is not clear that the use of the formula (67) with limitting case d = 0 for m0
is correct or not[8].In the high energy limit propagator behaves as a free one in
the weak coupling,we determine two quantities from the S(p)V and S(p)S .Then
it reads
S(p)V =
Γ(1 + 2χ(η − 3))Γ(1 − 2χ(η − 3))
p2
[1− F (2− 2χη, 1 + 6χ; 2;
p2
m2
)].
(72)
This shows the residue of inverse power of p2 up to normalization constant R
Z−12 = Γ(1 + 2χ(η − 3))Γ(1 − 2χ(η − 3)). (73)
S(p)S =
Γ(1 + 2χ(η − 3))Γ(1 − 2χ(η − 3))
m
F (2 + 6χ, 1− 2χη; 2;
p2
m2
). (74)
Let us expand this in inverse powers of p2.The results is
S(p)S =
Γ(1 + 2χ(η − 3))Γ(1− 2χ(η − 3))
m
× [
Γ(1 + 2χ(η + 3))
Γ(2 + 6χ)Γ(1 + 2χη)
(−
m2
p2
)1−2χηF (1− 2χη,−2χη; 2 + 2χ(η + 3);
m2
p2
)
+
Γ(−1− 2χ(η + 3))
Γ(1− 2χη)Γ(−6χ)
(−
m2
p2
)2+6χF (2 + 6χ, 1 + 6χ;−2χ(η + 3);
m2
p2
)].
(75)
From this form we find that the first term corresponds to free field
lim
p2→∞
[p2S(p)S ] = m0Z
−1
2 = m
Γ(1− 2χ(η − 3))Γ(1 + 2χ(η − 3))Γ(1 + 2χ(η + 3))
Γ(1 + 2χη)Γ(2 + 6χ)
×

 1 η = 00 η < 0
∞ η > 0

 , (76)
for small χ.The second case in the parenthesis corresponds to dynamical mass
generation.In Ref[8],the relation between the vanishment of the bare fermion
mass and dynamical chiral symmetry breaking was discussed in QED and QCD.In
both cases m0Z
−1
2 = 0 was explicitly shown using renormalization group equa-
tions for the propagator;
m0Z
−1
2 = lim
p2→∞
p2S(p)S = m
∫
ρ2(s)ds = 0,
m0
m
=
∫
ρ2(s)ds∫
ρ1(s)ds
= 0, (77)
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where the existence of the ultraviolet stagnant point was assumed in QED;
lim
κ→∞
g(κ) = g∞, β(g∞) = 0, β
′(g∞) < 0. (78)
We considered the infrared and ultraviolt boundary conditions.The spectral
functions satisfying boundary conditions are
ρ1(s) = R
Γ(2− a− b)
Γ(2− a)Γ(2 − b)
F (a,b; 2χ(η − 3); 1−s)
s(s−1)1+2χ(3−η)
, (79)
ρ2(s) = R
Γ(α+ β − 2)
Γ(α)Γ(β)
F (2− α, 2 − β; 2χ(η − 3); 1− s)
(s− 1)1+2χ(3−η)
. (80)
It is clear that the infrared behaviour is the same as Bloch-Nordsieck Model
and in any gauge the spectral functions are normalizable for weak coupling in a
sense of analytic continuation.Here we show the results in the Gauge Technique
solution in the Landau gauge;
ρ(s) =
2ǫR(ǫ)
m(s− 1)1+2ǫ
[
1
w
F (−ǫ,−ǫ;−2ǫ; 1− s) + F (−ǫ, 1− ǫ;−2ǫ; 1− s)] (81)
with ǫ = 3e2/16π2, s = (w/m)2 and R(ǫ) is the normailzation factor[7].Notice
that first term corresponds to ρ1 (odd in w) and second term corresponds to
ρ2(even in w ).Next we examine the pair condensation.The vacuum expectation
value
〈
ψψ
〉
is proportional to
−itrS(x) = 4
∫
d4p
(2π)4
S(p)S = −4C
∫
d4p
(2π)4
∫
∞
1
ds
mρ2(s)
p2 +m2s
. (82)
In equations (59),(62) spectral functions in the Landau gauge have a simple
form
ρ1(s) = ρ2(s) =
C
s(s− 1)1+6χ
. (83)
We change the variable s→ 1/s,and get
ρ2(s) = −
6χs6χ
(1− s)1+6χ
, Z−12 =
∫ 1
0
ρ1(s)ds = Γ(1 + 6χ)Γ(1− 6χ). (84)
Then we obtain the propagator
S(p) = −
1
m2
∫ 1
0
(γ · p+m)sρ2(s)
sp2 −m2
ds
= −
(γ · p+m)6πχ(1 + 6χ)
m2 sin(6πχ)
F (1, 2 + 6χ; 2;
p2
m2
)
=
Γ(1 + 6χ)Γ(1− 6χ)(γ · p+m)
p2
(1 − (1−
p2
m2
)−1−6χ). (85)
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In this form bare mass and renormalization constant are
m0Z
−1
2 = mΓ(1 + 6χ)Γ(1− 6χ), Z
−1
2 = Γ(1 + 6χ)Γ(1− 6χ). (86)
If we use dimensional reguralization
∫
dDp
(2π)D
1
(p2 + L)a
=
Γ(a− D2 )
(4π)
D
2 Γ(a)
L
D
2
−a, D = 4− 2ǫ, a = 1, (87)
we can avoid quadratic and infrared divergence and can evaluate the finite an-
swer
〈
ψψ
〉
= −itrS(x) = −4
∫
d4p
(2π)4
∫
∞
1
ds
mρ2(s)
p2 +m2s
= 4 lim
ǫ→0
Γ(−1 + ǫ)
16π2
∫
∞
1
s1−ǫm3ρ2(s)ds
= lim
ǫ→0
m3Γ(−1 + ǫ)Γ(2 + 6χ+ ǫ)Γ(1− 6χ)
4π2Γ(ǫ)
= −
m3
4π2
Γ(2 + 6χ)Γ(1− 6χ).
(88)
In general case if we apply the same formula (67),we obtain
R
Γ(α+ β − 2)
Γ(α)Γ(β)
∫
∞
1
s1−ǫF (2− α, 2− β; 2χ(η − 3); 1− s)ds
(s− 1)1+2χ(3−η)
= R
Γ(α+ β − 2)
Γ(α)Γ(β)
∫
∞
0
x2χ(η−3)−1(x+ 1)1−ǫF (2− α, 2− β; 2χ(η − 3);−x)dx
=
Γ(1 + 2χ(η − 3))Γ(6χ+ ǫ)Γ(ǫ − 1− 2χη)
Γ(ǫ)Γ(ǫ− 1)
. (89)
Thus the naive limit ǫ → 0 leads
〈
ψψ
〉
= 0 except for η = 0.In the Lan-
dau gauge the result coincides the previous case.This result is suspicious for us
too.Therefore we integrate explicitly in momentum space by changing variable
x→ −x and get
∫
∞
0
d4p
(2π)4
S(ip)S ≃
∫
∞
0
xF (a, b; 2;−x)dx = 0, (90)
here we use the formula∫
∞
0
x−s−1F (a, b; c;−x)dx =
Γ(a+ s)Γ(b + s)Γ(c)Γ(−s)
Γ(a)(b)Γ(c+ s)
. (91)
If c = 2 and s = −2 it yields the same result with (71).Here we summarise our
calculus of the vacuum expectation value.
〈
ψψ
〉
= finite;m0Z
−1
2 6= 0, η = 0
= 0;m0Z
−1
2 = 0,∞, η 6= 0. (92)
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In the usual treatment of dynamical mass generation, if the bare mass vanishes
order parameter becomes finite but not zero.In that case the Dyson-Schwinger
equation is non-linear and non-trivial mass function (i.e.scalar part of the prop-
agator) made it convergent and finite.In our model non-trivial propagator does
not necessary leads to non-vanishing vacuum expectation value.
4 Improved Vertex function
Direct substitution of our solution ρ(w) into equation (8), gives the zeroth order
vertex function,
S(p)Γ(0)µ S(p
′) =
∫
dwρ(w)
1
γ · p− w
γµ
1
γ · p′ − w
. (93)
We may improve the vertex by adding transverse combinations of terms such as
[(pµγ · p
′
+ p
′
µγ · p− p · p
′
γµ) + ((p+ p
′
)µ + i(p
′
− p)αǫαµνγν)w + w
2γµ]
in the numerator of the integral, allowing for a parity violating contribution.One
may also include a form factor proportional to a linear combination of γµ and
(p+ p
′
)µ and try to ensure that on-shell quantities are gauge invariant.
5 Summary
To solve the Dyson-Schwinger equation in QED in four and three dimension,
gauge technique has been used[1],[4].In the annalysis in four dimension,it seems
correct in the infrared but one is suspicious to other kinematical region and to
its restriction only in the Landau gauge.For example in the Yennie gauge there
is no solution due to the ultraviolet divergences.In three dimension the difficulty
of infrared divergences had been suggested to modify the photon propagator or
the introduction of Chern-Simons term.However the latter violates parity and
is induced by quantum loop correction.Previously,to soften the infrared diver-
gence,massless fermions were introduced into photon vacuum polarization[1] but
in that case no renormalization of the self energy was done.The main difficulty
in that case is the use of the variable ω2 for the spectral function ρ(ω2) in
spite of the dimension-full coupling constant e2.In this work we have instead
analyzed the quenched case with renormalization that leads to avoid the in-
frared singularity.We estimated the solution of the spectral function ρ(ω) in the
Landau gauge; these are simple functions like in QED3+1[3]. The infrared be-
haviour in the arbitrary gauge is also determined.The gauge dependence near
the mass shell is similar to that in QED3+1 thanks to the renormalization;
ρ(ω) ≃ (ω − 1)−1+χ(2−η).There is some difference in the infrared behaviour be-
tween our method and gauge technique.The latter show the gauge independence
near the threshold.Here we summarize the differences between two approxima-
tions.The former shows the high energy behaviour of the spectral function is
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1/p2 and the cut structure near the mass shell is given by massless fermion-
loop;ρ(p) = (p − m)−1−e
2/cπ2 for p −m ≪ e2 and c = e2N/8 for N massless
fermions;the integral equation for ρ(ω) was not solved analytically because of its
complexity due to higher order corrections.In our approximation the high energy
behaviour is 1/p3 for ρ,and the structure near the mass shell is determined by
coupling constant mass ratio χ = e2/(8πm).Fermion antifermion pair conden-
sation parameter is gauge invariant but approximation makes it not.The order
parameter is finite if we remove the linear ultraviolet divergence and vanishes
in the weak coupling limit with finite bare mass in our approximation.Both in
three and four dimension,we find the non-linear relation between bare mass and
coupling constant.They differ from the solution of gap equation in super conduc-
tivity.Since QED2+1 is super renormalizable,ordinary renormalization group is
not relevant,but the gauge covariant approximation is non-perturbative,and we
have succeeded in finding the infrared behaviour of the fermion propagator.In
four dimension there exists analytic solutions for the spectral functions which
satisfy the boundary condition for arbitrary gauge instead gauge technique ad-
mits them for the Landau gauge.Both of them show the well known infrared
behaviour as Bloch-Nordsieck.Without use gauge technique γ · p = p , ultra-
violet divergence is absent for arbitrary gauge in the equation for the spectral
functions.The vanishment of bare fermion mass occurs in the negative gauge pa-
rameter η in our quenched approximation.The vacuum expectation value
〈
ψψ
〉
is shown to be finite which is different from the quenched ladder approximation
in the Landau gauge[4].
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